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5.30pm
Loose jumping presentation of auction horses
LIVE STREAMED
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9am
Stables open for viewing
11am
Presentation of Dressage Horses followed by Foals
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Veterinary office open to discuss X-rays & vettings
1pm
Trial Rides of Dressage Horses by appointment
5.30pm
Brightwells and AES Auction of Foals
LIVE STREAMED

Saturday 20th August
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Stables open for viewing
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Veterinary office open to discuss X-rays & vettings
11am
Trial Rides of Dressage Horses by appointment
5pm
Auction of Show Jumpers & Dressage Horses
LIVE STREAMED
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AES & BRIGHTWELLS ELITE FOAL AUCTION 2016
FOREWORD
Welcome to our very first AES Elite Foal Auction in cooperation with Brightwells Auctioneers.
When we first announced this exciting new idea in December last year, we wanted to give something back to
our many breeders across the country, offering them the opportunity to present their foals to a much wider and
above all expert audience than has hitherto been accessible to them. The Addington Elite Sales alongside the
Young Horse Championships provide the perfect venue and opportunity to achieve this.
Little did we anticipate that this idea would meet with so much support and enthusiasm from across the entire
breeding community, with invitations to come and see foals as far afield as Britain’s south coast, Wales and
Scotland. Wherever we went we met passionate and knowledgeable breeders whose dedication has been truly
humbling and inspiring.
We were particularly struck by the breadth and depth of quality we found in breeding for all three Olympic
disciplines, allowing us to put together a truly outstanding selection of quality foals that showcase some of the
very best Britain has to offer, and that demonstrates that our breeders in this country can hold their head up
high in international circles.
We are excited that for the first time in recent years, we can offer serious and knowledgeable British buyers what
they have been asking for: the opportunity to see an outstanding and truly diverse selection of serious competition prospect foals together under one roof.
Our special thanks go to Brightwells Auctioneers who are running the ‘business side’ of this auction and whose
expertise in this field is simply invaluable. Without their support this would not have been possible.
We believe that Britain deserves and needs a strong and successful Elite Foal Auction and would like to thank
you for supporting it and being part of this exciting journey.
With the very best wishes
Your
AES Team
4 brightwells.com
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AES & BRIGHTWELLS ELITE FOAL AUCTION 2016
THANK YOU
We could not have assembled this wonderful selection of British bred foals without the help and generous
support from our breeding community.
Our special gratitude goes to those who very kindly and generously made their wonderful venues available for
our public foal selection, photography and video sessions:
Laura Tinto of HPF Equestrian in Glasgow
Lucy and Jim Simpson of Ladykirk Stables in Berwick-upon-Tweed
Bev Brown of Leamside Equestrian Ltd in Houghton-le-Spring
Northcote Stud near Preston
Oliver Gibney of Newhall Estate in Knutsford
Derek Morton of Beech House Stud in Stone
Maddy Gardner of Fishers Hill Stud in Ashorne
Tim Price of Addington Manor EC
Sharon Baldwin of Meadow Stud in Huntley
Jennie Loriston-Clarke of Catherston Stud in Stockbridge
Charlotte Swanston of Monks Stud near Guilford
Sarah Tyler-Evans of River Rise Stud in Fareham
Thank you also to everyone involved in providing the details and information for the catalogue.
Photography:
Video:

Dr Eva-Maria Broomer of Horsepower Creative
Vince van der Pol

Special thanks go to Rosalyn Serex of Solaris Sport Horses, Janice Vallance and James Crawford who kindly
provided the photos for their own auction entries, after we could not photograph their foals for logistical
reasons.
And last but not least, a very big and sincere thank you to all the British breeders who support this auction with
so much enthusiasm. Meeting you all has been truly inspiring.

4 brightwells.com
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WELCOME TO A SOURCE OF CHAMPIONS
provide horses of exceptional quality and have become a
major source of high class sport horses in the world of Show
Jumping, Dressage and Eventing.
We are delighted to present you with the 2016 August Collection
ability to source high quality young horses at a time when
Staged alongside the British Young Horse Show Jumping
Championships, this is truly a fantastic event, where you can
watch the very best young jumpers in the UK and purchase their
future counterparts.

Live Streaming
sale on Friday 19th and Dressage and Show Jumping sale on
Saturday 20th.
We look forward to welcoming you to Addington and wish you
please contact any member of the Brightwells Team, we are
here to help and make your visit as pleasant and successful as
possible.
Terry Court Director & Auctioneer
Sarah Johnson Co-ordinator & Selector

up with the Anglo European Studbook, who have overseen the
foal selections to bring you a collection of superior British Bred
foals.
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HOSPITALITY
TICKET SALES/ VIP TABLES

Friday Menu

Saturday Menu

Salmon Mousse, Served with a Balsamic Dressing
ooOoo
Rack of Lamb, Served on a Bed of Creamed
Potatoes, With Vegetables & a Redcurrant &
Rosemary Sauce
ooOoo
Lemon Meringue Pie
ooOoo

wrapped in parma ham, served with new
potatoes
ooOoo
Chocolate torte
ooOoo
Vegetarian Option
Vegetable en Crout

Vegetarian Option
Spinach, Wild Mushroom & Goats Cheese Tartlet
ooOoo
Vegetable en Croute

Meal Tables £32 per person
Drinks Tables £14 per person

Meal Tables £47 per person
Drinks Tables £22 per person

SALES LOCATION
Addington Manor Equestrian Centre is situated on the A413 between Buckingham (4 miles) and Winslow (3 miles).
CLOSEST AIRPORTS: (Distances by car)
Luton (London Airport) 45 minutes
Birmingham International 50 minutes
London Heathrow 1 hour 30 minutes
Gatwick Airport 2 hours
ACCOMMODATION

Buckingham Beales Hotel
Buckingham
Tel: 01280 822622

brightwells.com

Horwood House Hotel
Horwood
Tel: 01296 722100

Buckingham
Tel: 01280 822444

Winslow
Tel: 01296 714091

angloeuropeanstudbook.co.uk 3

PURCHASING, INSURANCE,
CE, VETERINARY
R OFFICE
RY
PURCHASING
All purchases must be paid for before or immediatelyy
Auctioneers must complete the Bankers Reference Page
age
which can be downloaded from brightwells.com in the
he
forwarded to your bank who will then authorise a credit
edit
control.
COLLECTION OF PURCHASES
All purchases must be collected from Addington
Manor Equestrian Centre no later than 12 noon
VETERINARY OFFICE

surgeons will be available to discuss their veterinary

Prior to the sale, Brightwells will be delighted to arrange
ange for
f r
fo
X-Rays of the Auction Horses to be emailed to prospective
pective
buyer’s Veterinary Surgeons. Please contact Sarah Johnson
hnson
Tel. 01568 619777 or
07900 784014 for further information.
IMPORTANT
All auction horses will be sold as they stand on the
evening. It is therefore your responsibility to checkk X-rays
a
ays
interested in buying. You are also welcome to bring your
own veterinary surgeon with you to view the X-rays and
the purpose of being suitable to be entered in this auction
uction
and do not constitute a warranty of any kind.
4 brightwells.com
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REMUS
TINTAGEL
03/04/2016 Chestnut Colt
Dressage

Sire
TIMOLIN

TOTILAS (MOORLANDS
TOTILAS,TOTILAS 13)
SAMIRA

DONNERHALL
Dam
DONNALI
PALETTE (PIKA)

GRIBALDI
LOMINKA
SION
LARA
DONNERWETTER
NINETTE
PIK BUBE I
LIONESS

An interesting combination in this exciting colt by the young AES approved Totilas son Timolin who is already
showing great promise for a future international career, as well as proving himself as a breeding stallion. The
mother is one of the few remaining active direct daughters of the legendary Donnerhall. She is graded 3* with the
AES and scored a 9 for rideability in her performance test, as well as coming third in the Shearwater YH Champs
as a 4yo. Behind Donnerhall comes Pik Bube, another one of the greats in the dressage breeding hall of fame. The
motherline is particularly interesting and has produced the outstanding stallion Weltregent.
brightwells.com
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DONATELLO
ZL
26/06/2016 Bay Colt
Dressage

JOHNSON
Sire
DENVER LG
GODIVA

LEENDERT
Dam
LONNIE
LORETTA

JAZZ
ROXANE
LANCIANO
GRANNUSCHKA
QUIDAM DE REVEL
BELLALEEN
FRIDERICUS REX
LONE

A wonderful opportunity to purchase a son of the AES approved stallion Denver LG and grandson of the Rio
Olympics horse Glock’s Johnson. Denver combines the very best of Dutch dressage breeding with outstanding
athleticism from proven Hannoverian jumping lines through the great Grannus. On the mother’s side, we have the
impressive Quidam de Revel son Leendert, full brother to Kyraleen who competed successfully at international
Grand Prix under her German rider Caroline Müller. The dam line contains the important Holstein stallion
Locarno in the back pedigree.
brightwells.com
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VAT

MILLFIELD
CLINTT
03/03/2016 Grey Colt
Jumping

Sire
CLINTISSIMO (CLINTISSIMO
Z)

CLINTON I

IDYLLE CB

CONTENDER
Dam
CON VERSACE
CANTATE III

CAROLUS I
WAAGE I
CARTHAGO Z
DELMARA
CALYPSO II
GOFINE
LINCOLN
TABIMA

A wonderful opportunity to purchase a son of the exciting Clinton son Clintissimo Z whose offspring are already
drawing attention with three licensed sons so far and strong representation at Lanaken. The dam comes from the
famous Holstein family 18a2, which produced a truly impressive array of licensed stallions, as well as a large
number of internationally successful Grand Prix show jumpers. Her sire Contender was famously a prolific
producer of great show jumpers with as many as 127 licensed sons. Con Versace herself produced the AES licensed
stallion Quinlan Z.
brightwells.com
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LUCERO HBF
28/03/2016 Grey Filly
Jumping

QUAPRICE BOIS MARGOT
Sire
BALTIC VDL (BEARS)
NELLANDRA

CASSINI I
Dam
ZIALOTTA
PIALOTTA VI

QUIDAM DE REVEL
WELLA I
JUS DE POMME
ELLANDRA
CAPITOL I
WISMA
BARNAUL XX (BARNOUL XX)
DOREEN IV

This is a very interesting opportunity to acquire the full sister to the young stallion Fernando VDL who sold very
successfully at the WEF Auction in Florida and is destined for great things. Her sire, Baltic, was the champion of
his stallion test and jumped twice at Lanaken. He has an impressive jumping index of 164. He has sired numerous
successful and highly regarded stallions so far, including the champion of the 2013 AES Stallion Show, Goodluck
VDL. The dam is from the Holstein family 8750 and brings the important blood of Cassini, sire of Eurocommerce
Berlin, and Barnaul, who provides that all important thoroughbred influence.
brightwells.com
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CASANTA
24/04/2016 Grey Colt
Jumping

Sire
CASALLCO

CASALL ASK (CASALL LA
SILLA)

MARLI

CASANTOS (TILDERS
CASANTOS)
QUINESSE Z

KIRA XVII
CONTENDER

ZELDA IV

Dam
BUTTERFLY

CARETINO

CANTOS (HBC CANTOS)
CASSIMA
QUINAR (QUINAR Z)
PROMESSE

A wonderful opportunity to purchase this beautiful son of the outstanding show jumping stallion Casallco.
Casallco famously received a jumping mark of 10.0 three times during his performance test for technique, scope
and style over a fence. This is perhaps unsurprising if we look at his parentage, with the international Grand Prix
showjumper and Olympic horses Casall, and behind Contender, himself sire of 127 licensed stallions. On the
mother’s side we have the famous Holstein Stamm 18a2, dam line of Untouchable and producer of 1m60 show
jumpers. Butterfly herself competed at 2* eventing as a 6yo and was jumping 1m35 classes as a 7yo.
brightwells.com
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SHIMMER IN
THE WIND
16/06/2016 Chestnut Colt
Jumping

COBRETTI
Sire
WHISPER IN THE WIND
MYSTIC

OUTCAST
Dam
OUTSHIMMER
HOPE FLOATS

CROSBY
BARONESSE III
MR MAJESTIC
KIMBARLA
RUSSEL (RUSSEL II)
KIMBARLA
SANDRO'S WHISKER
JUM JUM STER

The talented stallion Whisper in the Wind has been turning heads as he has been coming up through the young
horse classes at Addington, culminating in his selection for Lanaken where he came 6th in a very strong field of
280 horses in the 6yo final. This delightful colt is line bred to the mare Kimbarla who goes back to the great
dressage stallion Flemmingh, bringing rideability and temperament, as well as the ability to extend and collect that
is so important in modern show jumping where courses are becoming ever more technical. The dam’s sire Outcast
was best British bred stallion at the Addington Young Horse Championships in 2011. He is by Nick Skelton’s
successful Grand Prix stallion Russel.
brightwells.com
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CHARISMA
CDS
25/03/2016 Bay Colt
Dressage

JOHNSON
Sire
CHB (COOKIE CHB)
VAN MARITA

STEDINGER
Dam
TEXI-HEIGHTS
TEXILANE

JAZZ
ROXANE
CONTANGO
MARITA
SANDRO HIT
BOLD FANTASY
DORMELLO
TEXI-BARA

It is a pleasure to present yet another granddaughter of the outstanding Johnson in this Olympic year. CHB is a
very interesting young stallion, and we are fortunate to have him in this country. Behind Johnson comes the great
Contender son Contango, maker of international Grand Prix dressage horses as well as successful show jumper.
From the mother, we have the famous Stedinger who has already produced a large number of licensed sons.
Behind that comes Dormello, champion of his licensing in 1999. With twelve daughters awarded State Premium
and four Elite status, he has a reputation for making excellent daughters.
brightwells.com
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CATHERSTON
TEMPTATION
25/05/2016 Bay Filly
Dressage

Sire
TIMOLIN

TOTILAS (MOORLANDS
TOTILAS,TOTILAS 13)
SAMIRA

LAURENTIANER
Dam
LAMBADA
ANJA

GRIBALDI
LOMINKA
SION
LARA
LAURIES CRUSADOR
GARDENA ST.PR.ST.
ARTWIG
RIA

A beautiful filly by Timolin who does not only carry the important performance blood of the immensely talented
stallion Totilas, but also of Samira, a successful international competition horse in her own right. The dam sire
Laurentianer carries the influential modern thoroughbred blood of Lauries Crusador, providing that all important
‘blood injection’ so vital to modern dressage breeding. After winning the World Young Horse Dressage
Championships in 2001, Laurentianer competed successfully at Grand Prix level, a job he combined with siring a
large number of successful horses, including 7 licensed sons.
brightwells.com
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NN
21/06/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

CONTENDER

COM AIR

I-LAUDA AIR (LAUDA AIR)

Sire
CASH POINT

CHAMONIX

SORAYA II

GAROJA

QUADRIGO (QUADRIGO 4)
Dam
QUADRIGA 28

M-LAVALETTA (LAVALETTA
7,LAVALETTA)

QUINAR (QUINAR Z)
KALIFORNIA II
LINARO
HANSA IV

This delightful young filly is by the beautiful stallion Cash Point, who combines enormous scope and exceptional
paces with truly modern type. Cash Point is enjoying an active and successful competition career, having this
spring won at CSI3* at Lanaken. The mother brings the influential blood of the the Quidam de Revel son Quinar Z
who has been equally successful in the sport as well as in breeding horses with great scope and elasticity. Behind
that comes the Landgraf son Linaro who was champion of his stallion approval in 1991 and of his 100 day test. He
produced international Grand Prix horses in show jumping as well as in dressage. Quadriga’s dam line is the
Holstein Stamm 4847, which produced multiple licensed stallions, including Cachas, Centavo and Couterro.
brightwells.com
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FC JEZABELLE
05/06/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

ARGENTAN

ARGENTINUS

DORLE ST PR ST

Sire
FC ARTORIUS

ZEUS

ZARA 22

Dam
STELLA

GLORIE

CAVALIER (SAN
PATRIGNANO MISTER)
LORETTA

MAYKEL
WINA
FARMER
GRACE

This interesting young lady by the AES licensed stallion FC Artorius carries the important jumping blood of the
legendary Argentinus and of Zeus, both of whom require no further introduction to jumping aficionados. The
mother competed successfully at international Grand Prix and was ridden by Pius Schwizer. She is by Franke
Sloothaak’s famous ride Cavalier who won more than 40 international competitions. The dam line has also been
prolific in producing international show jumpers, including the stallion Lucnaor who competed successfully at
international Grand Prix under the Hungarian rider Gabor Grundtner.
brightwells.com
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INDIAN DIVA
26/04/2016 Bay Filly
Dressage

OLIVI

UB 40 (UB40)

KILUCIENNE

Sire
APACHE (AMIGO)

KRACK C (IPS KRACK C)

TOLANDA

Dam
NIBELEY CHARISMA'S
CRACKER

OLANDA

NIBELEY UNION JACK

NIBELEY CHARISMA

NEOSTAN
PIERKE
HIGHWELL KAPRICO V
NIBELEY COCAINE

Serious dressage enthusiasts will appreciate this opportunity to purchase a daughter of the Grand Prix stallion
Apache, combining the blood of UB40 with that of the outstanding Krack C, guarantors for movement and
expression. Apache’s offspring are consistently impressive in youngstock inspections showing a good riding horse
type with an expressive front. On the mother’s side we have interesting breeding with Nibeley Union Jack who
won the four-year–old potential international dressage horse championships in 2005 with an outstanding score of
92% and hence went on to a successful career with Josephine Eley.
brightwells.com
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LANAKEN SSH
10/04/2016 Buckskin Colt
Eventing

KUVVATLI
Sire
KAMBARBAY
SONATA

SAN REMO
Dam
ABISAG
NANDA

KARAMAN
ALCHAK
MUKHTAR
SIL
WOLKENTANZ I
VALENTE
JACARDO
GRACIA

This very interesting colt’s sire is the Akhal Teke stallion Kambarbay who has already attracted his very own ring
of admirers thanks to his striking colouring. But this horse is more than just a pretty picture. Akhal Tekes are
famed for their athleticism, soundness, and stamina, making them ideal partners in the sport. The mother has a
dressage breeding index of 127. Through her dam we have the Grand Prix dressage stallion Jacardo. The dam line
has produced highly ranked international dressage horses, such as Stefano 8, winner of the Wellington FL CDI3*
Grand Prix Freestyle to Music 2016 with Beatrice Marienau and the Prix St Georges/Intermediate Dressage gelding
"Titus" ridden by Rhonda Dretel.
brightwells.com
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ABSOLUT
BLUE
25/04/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

Sire
ACTION BLUE

ACTION-BREAKER (ACTION
BREAKER)
LA CUCARACHA

CAROLUS II (CAROLUS H)
Dam
DANDOLIENE
VALIENE

HEARTBREAKER
JARME VAN'T STEENTJE
CHACCO-BLUE
LA GRANADA
CAPITOL I
LACQ
ANDIAMO
NAJADIENE

A wonderful filly from the promising young stallion Action Blue, bringing together successful international Grand
Prix show jumping performance on both side through Action-Breaker and Chacco-Blue on an outstanding dam
line with 23 licensed stallions and sport winnings of over 1.5 million Euros. The filly’s mother combines the
performance blood of Carolus II with the type and talent that comes from the Animo son Andiamo on an
outstanding and prolific motherline that also produced the licensed AES stallion Arkansa Z.

brightwells.com
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LA LADY
SCAIS
16/04/2016 Chestnut Filly
Jumping

CHIN CHIN
Sire
AREZZO VDL (AMANT M)
SARJOLIJN

GLENNRIDGE
Dam
SCALGARY
HALGARY

CONSTANT
LARESE
HEARTBREAKER
FARJOLIJN
WELLINGTON
AZIEMIEKA
BEAUJOLAIS
CALGARY

A great opportunity to acquire a beautiful daughter of the Chin Chin son Arezzo VDL. Behind, we find an
excellent dam line containing iconic Grand Prix show jumpes such as Heartbreaker, Renville, Jasper and Akteur.
Farjolijn is also the mother of Hamburg Derby winner Nacorde . The mother is by Glennridge who was Champion
of his Stallion test and selection, as well as achieving multiple international Grand Prix wins. Despite dying far too
young, he sired a number of successful international show jumpers. The grand dam Calgary also produced the
licensed stallion Night and Day (by Nimmerdor).
brightwells.com
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SMOOTH
AURORA
31/05/2016 Coloured Bay Colt
Jumping

SMOOTH DESIGN GF
Sire
SMOOTH OPERATOR

SINCLAIR B
HONEYMOON
SANTORINO

SANTESSA E

KOMTESSA H
WARRANT

DEXTER

HEIDI

Dam
SKYLARK
LONGACRES SAPHIRE 'B'

SAMARA FLY (GB)
TRENDY

A splash of colour is provided by this appealing colt by the AES licensed stallion Smooth Operator, who descends
from German breeding lines with proven performance pedigrees. His dam line produced the stallions Grundstein
and Graf Lehnsherr, as well as successful competition horses, two of which were competed at the
Bundeschampionat for dressage horses by Dorothee Schneider. This penchant for dressage performance is
matched in the dam whose dam sire Samara Fly is developing an exciting dressage career in his own right.
Skylark’s sire is the KWPN stallion Dexter who via his father Warrant injects a good dose of athleticism from the
show jumping lines of Numero Uno.
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LYNX HBF
11/05/2016 Grey Colt
Jumping

EMMERTON VDL
Sire
FREEMAN VDL
BE HELENA VDL

MR. BLUE
Dam
CORAYA VDL
PACIFIC VDL

EMILION
LERSINAA
CHIN CHIN
HELENA
COUPERUS
ACARLA
INDOCTRO
SHORAYA

It is a pleasure to introduce this expressive colt by the promising young stallion Freeman VDL, champion of his
KWPN stallion inspection in 2013. His sire, Emmerton, descends from the famous Sina line and was the Dutch
champion in 2008 under his rider Jur Vrieling. Behind that we have the famous Chin Chin who competed twice at
the Olympics. The dam, Coraya VDL, received an impressive score of 77.5 in her IBOP test and now has KEUR
status. Her sire Mr Blue also sired Zirocco Blue who has been selected for the Olympics this year, and, of course,
Plot Blue who competed in the 2012 Olympics under Marcus Ehning. Mr Blue was famously awarded his keur
predicate posthumously.
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LAUGHTON
NS
29/06/2016 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
GLENFIDDICH VDL (GEHAZIA
VDL)

BACARDI VDL (BUPARDIE)

TOLIVIA VDL

SKIPPY II
Dam
VANESSA II DE LAUZELLE
VANESSA DE LA HUSSIERE

CORLAND (CORLANDO)
SUPARDI
CORRADO I
NOLIVIA
GALOUBET A
GASCOGNE
WIDUKIND DE LAUZELLE
EPONA DUTRY (YNEKE)

It is a pleasure to introduce this delightful son of Glenfiddich, the only approved son of jumping stallion Bacardi
VDL, silver medal winner at the World Championships for 7yo jumpers in Lanaken 2013. In the dam’s pedigree of
Glenfiddich we find the great Corrado I, Nimmerdor and Jalisco B. The dam line produced the Olympic stallion
Papillon Rouge. The colt’s dam is from the mare line 251 which has produced many grand prix showjumpers
including the stallion Whittinger VDL. She is by the BWP Ambassador stallion Skippy (II) who has sired countless
international showjumpers including Hickstead Derby winner Skip Two Ramiro. The Grand dam also produced
the international showjumping stallion Windukind De Lauzelle. The half-sister to this foal qualified for the
Badminton horse trials grass roots events in both 2015 and 2016.
brightwells.com
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ZEENAH
13/06/2016 Bay Filly
Dressage

SANDREO (TRUE HIT)
Sire
GINO
ZORA

GRIBALDI
Dam
ZAMELA
PAMELA

SANDRO HIT
PRETTIFY
NEGRO (NOVABOR)
NICOLINE
KOSTOLANY
GONDOLA II
SAMBER
HARMA

In this Olympic year it is a pleasure to introduce a filly by an exciting young stallion who carries the lines that
made three of team GB’s successful Olympic horses: Negro (who gave us Valegro), Ulft (responsible for Uthopia)
and Michelangelo (Mistral Horis). These proven performance lines are perfectly matched with the athleticism
from the influential stallion Sandro Hit, making this horse a very interesting prospect for the future. This filly’s
mother adds further breeding value, being a direct daughter of Gribaldi, who is topping the international rankings
of influential dressage sires. The grandmother’s sire is the famous Olympic Cocktail.
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CATHERSTON
TICK TOCK
08/04/2016 Bay Colt
Dressage

Sire
TIMOLIN

TOTILAS (MOORLANDS
TOTILAS,TOTILAS 13)
SAMIRA

BREITLING W
Dam
BEE PRECISE
LAMBADA

GRIBALDI
LOMINKA
SION
LARA
BISMARCK
MAJA
LAURENTIANER
ANJA

Another striking colt from the promising young AES approved stallion Timolin. The dam is out of the mother to
one of our previous Timolin foals (see catalogue entry 8) and by the Bismarck son Breitling who was Hanoverian
Stallion of the Year 2014 and won the Hickstead Nations Cup in 2001. She is from an outstanding motherline that
has produced 39 licensed stallion, including in recent years Lord Leatherdale and Fürst Furioso, with more than
1.8 mio Euros won in competition.
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MADAME
BUTTERFLY
11/05/2016 Bay Filly
Dressage

Sire
BUCKINGHAM (GENEVE
M.H.,GENEVE MH)

UNITED

BORDEAUX

VENNA
ROUSSEAU (RAMBO)

AHEVINA M.H.

HEVINA

MONT DU CANTAL X
Dam
MADAM
DONATA VON ASSLERSAND

MONFLEURY X
POLA D'AUVERGNE X
DONNERHALL
RUBINPERLE

A very special filly by the interesting young stallion Buckingham who won his 70-Day performance test at
Adelheidsdorf, scoring an impressive 9.03 in the dressage component. Buckingham combines the blood of
Bordeaux and Rousseau, who require no introduction to the dressage connoisseur, after outstanding performances
in the World Championships of Young Dressage Horses. The mother brings the refinement and beauty of the
Florestan II descendant Anglo Arab Mont du Cantal on the iconic dressage lines of Donnerhall and Rubinstein. A
particular highlight is the dam line, which not only produced competition winnings of almost 1.5 mio Euros, but
also over 40 licensed stallions, including Wolkentaenzer, Wolkenstein and the famous Brentano.
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NN
15/05/2016 Bay Colt
Jumping

COM AIR
Sire
CASH POINT
SORAYA II

CONTENDER
Dam
UNNAMED
TELLE

CONTENDER
I-LAUDA AIR (LAUDA AIR)
CHAMONIX
GAROJA
CALYPSO II
GOFINE
LIMBUS
ITALIEA

It is a pleasure to introduce another son of the beautiful stallion Cash Point who has again stamped his stock in the
appealing colt who is line bred to the legendary stallion Contender. He made his mark on the sport as the sire of
countless international Grand Prix show jumpers and on modern show jumping breeding through 127 licensed
sons and 59 state premium mares. The Ladykiller XX blood we encounter through Contender’s dam Gofine is
picked up again in the dam sire Limbus whose dam brings further refinement from the thoroughbred Rantzau.
Limbus’s Grand Prix show jumping career was cut short by injury, but he has since produced a wide range of
internationally successful and licensed offspring.
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MONKS AIR
TIME
10/05/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

ARGENTAN I

ARGENTINUS

DORLE

Sire
AIR JORDAN (AIR JORDAN Z)

MATADOR

MANDOLINE

Dam
MONKS CADERMIE 'TIAA'

WINZERIN

CASALL ASK (CASALL LA
SILLA)
WADERMIE

CARETINO
KIRA XVII
CLINTON
CADERMIE

An excellent opportunity to acquire a beautiful daughter of the Argentinus son Air Jordan. Air Jordan achieved
multiple Grand Prix wins under Daniel Deusser. Behind the influential Argentinus comes the famous Matador on
a dam line that produced 26 licensed stallions and competition winnings of almost 1 mio Euros. These credentials
are matched on the dam side with the successful 2012 Olympics and 2013 European Championships competitor
Casall who combines the top stallions Caretino and Lavall I. The famous Dermie motherline produced numerous
successful international Grand Prix show jumpers including M.Adermie 9 (by Libero H), La Belle Du Jour (by
Joost), Gadermie (by Joost), Madermie (by Grannus) and Radermus (by Burgraff).
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FC JUST
GEORGE
24/04/2016 Bay Colt
Jumping

ARGENTINUS
Sire
FC ARTORIUS
ZARA 22

GRANNUS
Dam
GRANNUEL
ROTLICHT

ARGENTAN
DORLE ST PR ST
ZEUS
GLORIE
GRAPHIT
ODESSA
PINK FLOYD
RINA

A colt with beautiful type and outstanding sporting credentials. The AES licensed father FC Artorius is by the
legendary Argentinus whose enormous influence prevails in internationally successful Grand Prix horses like the
AES Elite stallion Argento. Behind that comes the French bred Zeus who put his stamp on German and Dutch
show jumping breeding alike. The mother of this colt is a star in her own right, having been competed successfully
at Grand Prix level by Denis Lynch. She is by the great Grannus, another stallion from the Hall of Fame of show
jumping breeding.
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LINCOLN ELS
27/04/2016 Bay Colt
Dressage

WOLKENTANZ I
Sire
WOLKENDERRY
LETIZIA

WOLFGANG
Dam
PIOEN
FEMKE

WELTMEYER
LOVELY
LONDONDERRY
CYRENAIKA
FARN
JOLANDA
ZEPPELIN (ZEPPELIN VT)
BLANDY

Wolkenderry has long been popular with breeders not only for his dual talent for Grand Prix dressage and
Eventing and beautiful type, but also for passing on his wonderful temperament and great attitude to work. He is
also the sire of Katie Bailey’s successful young dressage horse Wolkenhall. In this striking colt we can already see a
great aptitude for athletic and expressive movement in all three gaits. The mother competed successfully in
dressage in Holland and has offspring competing successfully in eventing and dressage. The dam line has
produced successful international Grand Prix show jumpers.
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REMUS DARK
KNIGHT
01/07/2016 Black Bay Colt
Dressage

DONNERHALL

DE NIRO

ALICANTE

Sire
DEBONAIR
ST.PR. SHOW HIT

Dam
WELTSTAR AMBRINI

WEST COUNTRY
(BROADSTONE WEST
COUNTRY)
HARTS CLASSIC GOLD

SHOW STAR
PAGONA
WELTMEYER
WALPURGISS
DUTCH GOLD
WOODERTON RED LARA

For the keen dressage enthusiast, a truly outstanding opportunity in this young colt from the 2014 Badminton
Young Dressage Horse of the Future Finals winner Shamwari Debonair who combines the important blood of De
Niro with the athleticism from Sandro Hit on an influential and prolific dam line that also produced the popular
stallion Rittmeister. The mother of this colt was awarded a 3* predicate by the AES for her remarkable expressive
paces. She brings to the table the proven performance breeding of Weltmeyer and is known to pass on her
exceptional free shoulder and active hind leg.
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MILLFIELD
LOLLYPOP
19/03/2016 Dark Bay Filly
Jumping

Sire
L'ARC DE TRIOMPHE Z (L'ARC
DE TRIOMPHE*BOIS
MARGOT)

LANDADEL

LANDOR S

FUREIDA II

PRAELUDIUM (PRALUDIUM)

COLMAN
Dam
QUITANIA
QUIBELL

PILOT
GYBSI
CARTHAGO Z
ROSENQUARZ
QUATTRO B (CIEL D'ESPOIR)
JESSICA IV

An exciting opportunity to acquire a daughter from the outstanding show jumping stallion L’Arc de Triomphe,
sire of 36 CSI winners to date, including the successful stallion Qlassic Bois Margot. The dam comes from the
Holstein Family 504, which produced a range of licensed stallions and Jan Tops’s International Grand Prix horse
Operette. Her mother Quibell has a licensed son also by L’Arc de Triomphe in L’Etoile Z who was sold for 250,000
Euros to Denmark as a 3yo. The direct mother line has produced numerous horses jumping at 1m60.
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LAUDERDALE
NS
29/03/2016 Grey Colt
Jumping

Sire
LEVISTO Z (LEVISTO LA
SILLA)

LANDGRAF I

LEANDRO

IDURA

HIRTIN (CHICA BAY)

PADINUS
Dam
WISH
SHALIMAR

CAROLUS I
WAAGE I
HEARTBREAKER
LADINA
CLINTON
BELLA

A rare opportunity to purchase a son of the legendary Levisto Z who won countless International 1.60 m classes
and competed successfully on Nations Cup teams under Judy Ann Melchior. He passes on his qualities to his
offspring, having so far produced 1.60m show jumpers in double figures. The dam produces horses with excellent
scope, such as in her licensed son Wizzerd, and her first foal to Verdi who was 8th in the Dutch national free
jumping championships. Her sire Padinus also fathered Admara 2, ranked 2nd in the world. Behind comes the
Olympic horse Clinton who bred several international Grand Prix showjumpers. Grand dam Bella excelled on the
Dutch national circuit at 1.40m level, her foal to Berlin is currently jumping successfully at 1.60m.
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VALE ROYALE
SECRET MAN
09/05/2016 Bay Colt
Eventing

Sire
FUTURE GRAVITAS

GRAFENSTOLZ
(GRAFENSTOLZ*HN)
JUSWITH GENOA

AIMBRY CHESTER
Dam
CHESTERS CLOUDY BAY

POLARION
GIPSY LADY
BOHEMOND XX
TRINCOMALEE
WADACRE CHICKO
ANNIKA

PADDY'S PRIDE

It is a pleasure to introduce this attractive and compact colt by Future Gravitas, the maternal half brother to the
Olympic individual silver medallist Winsome Andante. His sire Grafenstolz enjoyed a successful eventing career
under Michael Jung and was famously the only horse in history to qualify for all 3 German Bundeschampionate in
Eventing, Dressage and Showjumping. His mother, Juswith Genoa, has produced multiple successful international
eventers. This colt’s mother, Chesters Cloudy Bay, was the Foal of the Year SHP Champion in 1998. Her sire
combines strong Danish and Holsteiner warmblood lines with the excellent thoroughbred dam line of Rum Moss,
who has produced licensed stallions and goes back to Quorum, sire of the famous Red Rum.
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OLISTARS
DIEGO
16/04/2016 Chestnut Colt
Dressage

DIMAGGIO
Sire
OLISTARS DISNEYLAND
BELYNDA

WATERMAN
Dam
VIENY
DIENI

DON PRIMERO
WINNIPEG
BREITLING W
LABAMBA
NORAN
RASJANA
THEOLOOG
SIENI

From the interesting young Dimaggio son Olistars Disneyland, here is an exciting opportunity to buy a beautiful
colt with bags of presence. This colt’s father combines the influential and desirable blood of the recently deceased
Dimaggio with that of Breitling, Hanoverian Stallion of the Year 2014 and Hickstead Nations Cup winner in 2001.
The mother has already produced one licensed stallion in Olistars Call Me Maybe. She is by the legendary keur
preferent stallion Waterman who sired a large number of very successful competition mares and himself won the
Dutch National Approved Stallion Competition three times in a row.
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LAYTON HBF
20/06/2016 Bay Colt
Jumping

CORRADO I

VDL INDORADO

AIDA

Sire
GOODYEAR VDL (G-STAR)

VDL CARDENTO

BILOMA

Dam
G-CARMEN-HBF

SILOMA

ZIROCCO BLUE VDL
(QUAMIKASE DES FORETS)
VARUSA H

MR. BLUE
LICORNE DES FORETS
INDOCTRO
CARUSA

It seems very appropriate that two of our foals from Scotland are by the stallion Goodyear VDL (G-Star) who was
the Scottish Loose Jumping Champion of 2014 as a 3yo. His sire Indorado achieved international Grand Prix fame
under his rider Jur Vrieling and has since made his mark on modern show jumping breeding through successful
offspring such as VDL Oranta and Eurocommere Milano. The dam is by the Dutch Olympic Kader stallion
Zirocco Blue VDL who has multiple Grand Prix wins to his name. This Olympic theme is carried on through
Indoctro who himself sired 3 horses at the 2008 Olympics alone.
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HARTHILL
HEROINE
14/04/2016 Grey Filly
Jumping

ARGENTAN I

ARGENTINUS

DORLE

Sire
ARKOL

KOLIBRI

KARLOTTA

Dam
JASPER'S PHANTOM

MANUELA

JASPER'S EGON (EWALTTETTIE)
TATRICHTA

JASPER
TROIKA-TETTI
ONYX (HECTOR DE MANOIR)
FATRICHTA

The exciting stallion Arkol combines the blood of the influential Argentinus with the Mecklenburg stallion Kolibri,
who has become a symbol for show jumping breeding in Saxony-Anhalt. The dam line also represents East
German breeding and goes back to Quellnymphe. In combination with Kolibri, this same line has also produced
the licensed stallion Kolding. Arkol has a licensed half brother in the stallion Stonehenge. The dam competed at
CIC3* level eventing with Nina Barbour having been a 6yo finalist at the World Championships for Young Event
Horses under Hendrik Degros. She goes back to Jasper (also known as Little One), whom we also find in the back
pedigree of the AES Elite stallion Argento and who won the prestigious Hamburg Derby with Hugo Simon.
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VALENCIA
06/04/2016 Dark Bay Filly
Dressage

Sire
VILANCIO

VITALIS (CAPRIOOL,KASTEL'S
VITALIS)
PAVONA

JAZZ
Dam
AMOURRUTA
NIRUTA

VIVALDI
TOLIVIA
LANCET (LANCET 2)
KIVONA
COCKTAIL
CHARMANTE
BOY B
TIRUTA

An exciting opportunity to acquire a daughter of the popular young Schockemöhle stallion and Vitalis son
Valencio who is competing successfully in young dressage horse classes and brings a cocktail of iconic dressage
breeding in the greats Vivaldi and Lancet, with Rubinstein I behind. The mother of this filly has outstanding type,
which she has passed on to her daughter. She is by the important stallion Jazz. Further behind in the motherline
come Ferro and Ramiro Z, providing athleticism and expression.
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IDAHO LG
21/06/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

JAZZ

JOHNSON

ROXANE

Sire
DENVER LG

LANCIANO

GODIVA

GRANNUSCHKA
CORRADO I

CORONADO

ZAALA

Dam
WRIGHT AGAIN
KILGOBBIN MIST

BARON DE CHANTEPIE
KILGOBBIN SALLY

It is a pleasure to introduce another daughter of the AES approved stallion Denver LG who combines some of the
most iconic dressage breeding in his sire Johnson with the important show jumping lines of Ladykiller
XX/Landgraf in the dam sire Lanciano, and behind that the legendary Grannus. The dam is an Irish Sports Horse
by the warmblood stallion Coronado by Corrado out of a line of well regarded Kilgobbin mares and the Selle
Francais stallion Baron de Chantepie who sired a range of successful Irish sport horses.
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CASSINI
ROYALE
30/05/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

CAPITOL I

CASSINI I
Sire
CASSINIS CHAPLAIN

WISMA

RADIANT FOR JOY
(CASCAVELLE'S COCCETTE)

RANDI ELITE
Dam
PROSPECT LINKS

CASCAVELLE
WEDDINGSTEDT
RAMZES III
MANDY

BETH III

A beautiful filly with bags of type from the first crop of the exciting stallion Cassinis Chaplain owned and
competed by John Whitaker. This stallion is showing enormous scope and athletic jumping technique. His sire
Cassini and dam sire Cascavelle both have an outstanding record in the sport and of producing the very best of
competition and breeding offspring, including the stallions Berlin and Carinjo. The dam is by the famous stallion
Randi Elite who represented Great Britain first under John Whitaker and then under Robert Whitaker with whom
he took the British Junior European Team to win gold in Hungary in 2000.
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LIMA JX
19/05/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

CORRADO I

VDL INDORADO

AIDA

Sire
GOODYEAR VDL (G-STAR)

VDL CARDENTO

BILOMA

SILOMA

CONCETTO I (CONCETTO)
Dam
CHIKALITA
ZARA

CONTENDER
PUSZTA LANY XX
ZEUS
GLADIOLE

It is a pleasure to introduce our second foal by Goodyear VDL. His Elite dam Biloma is a descendant of the famous
Dutch Loma line that produces excellent show jumpers. Behind that comes the famous Cardento, who successfully
represented his country at the World Championships, European Championships and at the Olympics in 2004, as
well as achieving multiple Grand Prix wins, a record we see repeated in his offspring. This filly’s dam sire Concetto
competed successfully at Rastede and several Bundeschampionate in Germany. Behind comes the important
influence of Zeus who made his mark on German and Dutch show jumping breeding alike. The mother line
produced the Hanoverian stallion Call Him Top and a number of prize winning Hanoverian mares.
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MOOIMAN
SAMII HFD
14/05/2016 Bay Filly
Dressage

FLEMMINGH
Sire
MOOIMAN
WORRITA

SHOW STAR
Dam
SHOW SISTER
RENY

LACAPO
TEXAS
ROEMER
ORRITA
SANDRO HIT
FEINE DAME
RENOIR I
BEGUM

A wonderful opportunity to purchase a filly from the international Grand Prix dressage stallion Mooiman who
competed for Ireland with Angela Crane. Having won the Dutch National Stallion Dressage Competition at the
licensing in Den Bosch in 2001 he was a firm favourite on the international dressage circuit until retiring to full
time stud duties in this county. He has produced licensed offspring and horses performing well with young
professional and amateur riders at national and international level. The mother brings through Show Star the
Athleticism of the Sandro line. Her maternal grandmother is the multiple award winning Bolero daughter Begum.
The dam line has produced licensed stallions such as Conte Cristo and Highcruiser.
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CIRCO Z
13/06/2016 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
CICERO Z VAN PAEMEL
(CICERO Z)

CAPITOL I

CARTHAGO Z

PERRA

RENDEZ-VOUS VAN PAEMEL

MARCOLAS G
Dam
MARQUISETTE
WAS SHE JOLI?

RANDEL Z
GRANIE
ALME DES NIDS
LARINNE G
JOLI WASFI
RHAPSODY

A wonderful opportunity to purchase a son of the international Grand Prix stallion Cicero Z. Cicero Z was ridden
to ISJ level 1m60 by Dirk Demeers with whom he won the CSI4* Antwerp Grand Prix. He has since produced
equally successful progeny jumping at Grand Prix level with riders such as Bertrand Allen and Jos Verlooy. The
dam is by the 2007 HOYS Foxhunter Champion Marcolas G who competed successfully at national and
international level. Behind that comes the thoroughbred Joli Wasfi.
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ARGENTINA
16/06/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

ARGENTINUS

ARKO III

UNIKA

Sire
ARGENTO

GASPER

FLORA MAY

PERDI

BERLIN (CASPAR)
Dam
BERLINS BLUE EYE
CANATTI Z

CASSINI I
ESTIA
CANABIS Z (AK CANABIS
Z,TNT CANABIS Z)
CIAO OTTO Z

A wonderful opportunity to purchase a daughter of John Whitaker’s famous international Grand Prix and AES
Elite stallion Argento. With international Grand Prix wins in double figures, Argento is one of the real stars of
British breeding and show jumping, and early indications are that he passes on his qualities to his offspring, with
the first crops already containing licensed sons. On the mother’s side we have the famous Eurocommerce Berlin
who provides an excellent match with multiple Grand Prix wins of his own, having famously helped his team
secure the Gold Medal at Aachen in 2006 and the European Championships in 2007. Behind comes the Contender
son Canabis Z, internationally successful at Grand Prix under his Spanish rider Manuel Fernandez Saro.
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BABYBEL
06/06/2016 Bay Filly
Dressage

Sire
FURSTENHOF
(FUERSTENHOF)

FURST GRANDIOS (FUERST
GRANDIOS)

WELTINA

BELMUNDO XX
Dam
BELMUNDA
WERRA

FURST HEINRICH (FUERST
HEINRICH)
GRITT
WELTMEYER
ALEXIS
MONSUN XX
BAJONETTE XX
WELTMEYER
DIXIE

A striking and athletic filly from the young stallion Fürstenhof who was awarded a dressage breeding value of 147.
This full brother to Blue Hors Fletcher brings together the legendary line of Fürst Heinrich whose influence on
modern dressage breeding is undeniable with the valuable performance breeding of the famous Weltmeyer. The
dam brings to the table that important blood injection we get from the thoroughbred, which is so vital to modern
dressage breeding. Behind that comes again Weltmeyer to provide reliable performance breeding on an interesting
mother line that not only produced the licensed stallion Scendix, but also a number of horses on the prestigious
Hanoverian Jumping Programme.
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NN
27/04/2016 Bay Colt
Jumping

COM AIR
Sire
CASH POINT
SORAYA II

ANDIAMO
Dam
TASHAMO
TASHA

CONTENDER
I-LAUDA AIR (LAUDA AIR)
CHAMONIX
GAROJA
ANIMO
TAJ MAHAL X
NATUREL
JOLLY

It is a pleasure to introduce another foal by the successful international show jumper Cash Point in this rangy colt.
The mother’s sire Andiamo goes back to the Olympic stallion and Almé son Animo who achieved an impressive
48 placings in international Grand Prix and World Cup competitions. He has multiple sons and daughters
competing successfully on the international scene, including David Quigley’s Ulot and Jeroen Dubbeldam’s ride
Ultimo. The dam sire Naturel brings the athleticism of his thoroughbred sire Lucky Boy XX and produced the
licensed stallion Couperus.
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WILD
WHISPER
25/05/2016 Bay Colt
Jumping

COBRETTI
Sire
WHISPER IN THE WIND
MYSTIC

CROSBY
BARONESSE III
MR MAJESTIC
KIMBARLA
DARCO

UBLESCO
Dam
DECODER
DECODED

JOBLESSE VAN HET
LINDEHOF
DIDI
CARLA MELITTA

It is a pleasure to introduce another son of Whisper in the Wind who combines some of the very best lines show
jumping breeding has to offer, with Cobretti going back to the famous Capitol I and Landgraf I matched by the
dam sire who is by the iconic Concorde. The dam Decoder is by the Darco son Ublesco who was sold to America
where he enjoyed a successful competition career, including being long listed for the American Olympic team.
Behind that, we have Michael Whitaker’s successful Selle Francais stallion Didi who boasts numerous wins at
international Grand Prix level.
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L'ETOILE DE
VAGABOND
14/05/2016 Bay / Grey Filly
Jumping

VIGO D'ARSOUILLES
Sire
VAGABOND DE LA POMME

SAUTERELLE DE LA POMME
(SAUTERELLE DE LA POMME
STX)
CLEARWAY

Dam
CLEARVIEW
L-COLETTKA

NABAB DE REVE
ILLICO D'ARSOUILLES
FOR PLEASURE
NARCOTIQUE DE MUZE II
CAPITOL I
WODKA II
CORIANDER
G-LAVINIA I (LAVINIA 59)

Vagabond de la Pomme is the son of World Champion Vigo d'Arsouilles and already has two licensed sons. His
mother competed internationally under Patrice Delaveau and Philippe Le Jeune. Narcotique de Muze II competed
internationally and produced a dynasty of international horses such as Boyante de Muze, licensed stallion
Querlybet Hero, Farfelu de la Pomme and Ferly de Muze. The dam sire Clearway he combines the genes of Capitol
I with the outstanding mare Wodka II (Lord-Ramiro Z). He died very young, making his bloodlines all the more
rare and valuable. Clearview’s dam line, the Holsteiner Stamm 1020, is particularly interesting, as it produced
numerous legendary show jumping stallions, including Quinar, Libero and Carthago, as well as Helena
Weinberg’s successful international Grand Prix horse Silas 55.
brightwells.com
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UVERA Z
19/04/2016 Grey Colt
Jumping

QUINAR (QUINAR Z)
Sire
QUINLAN Z

QUIDAM DE REVEL
ADELE
CONTENDER

CON VERSACE

CANTATE III
ANIMO

ANDIAMO

TAJ MAHAL X

Dam
UVERA LADY H
KELICIOUS LADY

CANDYBOY (CANDY BOY)
DELICI LADY

A superb opportunity to acquire a colt from the up and coming British bred Quinar son Quinlan Z. Quinlan Z was
bred at Millfield stud from the same mother as Millfield Clintt (catalogue entry number 3), bringing together some
of the very best international show jumping lines through Quidam de Revel and Contender with Almé and
Landgraf in the background through the dams. The mother is by the popular Animo son Andiamo out of a
Candyboy daughter who behind that brings the influential genes of Ramiro Z. Candyboy is by the famous
thoroughbred Lucky Boy XX who was the sire of Calypso and thus founded one of the most important lines of
modern show jumping sires.
brightwells.com
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SMOOTH
SPLASHBACK
17/05/2016 Coloured Bay Colt
Jumping

SMOOTH DESIGN GF
Sire
SMOOTH OPERATOR

HONEYMOON
SANTORINO

SANTESSA E

KOMTESSA H

RENKUM VALENTINO
Dam
C.V.S MIRAGE

SINCLAIR B

RENKUM MERANTA
(MODEL)

CONCORDE
NELOCIA
RENKUM LANCELOT
RENKUM WOUDINA ELITE

Another colourful youngster by the young stallion Smooth Operator whose offspring are already winning at
youngstock shows. Smooth Operator is by the Sinclair B son and chaps licensed stallion Smooth Operator. Sinclair
B had a successful show jumping career, which is matched on the dam side with the important blood of Malteser
Gold – sire of 5 licensed stallions and numerous state premium mares. This colt’s mother is by Renkum Valentino
who brings to the table yet more show jumping blood through the Voltaire son Concorde with Marco Polo via the
dam.
brightwells.com
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NN
27/05/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

CONTENDER

COM AIR

I-LAUDA AIR (LAUDA AIR)

Sire
CASH POINT

CHAMONIX

SORAYA II

GAROJA

QUIRADO (QUIRADO 3)
Dam
MX QUICK ADDITION
SKYLINE

QUIDAM DE REVEL
NESSAYA
CARETINO
ZENITH

Our next foal from the successful show jumping stallion Cash Point is this attractive filly with bags of type,
demonstrating that this lovely stallion really stamps his stock and produces beautify foals. The dam is by the
Quidam de Revel son Quirado who has produced numerous licensed offspring and horses picked for the
Neumünster sale. The dam’s sire Caretino has been incredibly prolific with over 650 offspring registered in the
sport totalling winnings of over 3 mio Euros. The dam line is the Holstein Stamm 930, which produced stallions
like Conington and Casparino.
brightwells.com
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PLEASURE
D'OR
13/05/2016 Bay Filly
Jumping

COUPE DE COEUR
(CALIDOS,POWER)

COUPE D'OR
Sire
COUPE GOLD

RIVERA
STAKKATO SILBER

Dam
LORDSHIPS LA ROCHELLE

LANDMARK (BROADSTONE
LANDMARK)
LORDSHIPS FERIEN

STAKKATO GOLD
LARISSA
LANCIER
GOLDSTERN
FOR PLEASURE
WALDLADY

It is a pleasure to introduce this daughter of the OS-International Champion Stallion from 2014, Coupe Gold. He
was the most expensive show jumping stallion at his auction and received marks in the 9s for his jumping in his
performance test. The father Coupe d’Or combines his stud duties with a successful show jumping career under
Jens Rensen. The dam sire Stakkato Gold competed under Jan Sprehe and was awarded Hanoverian Stallion of the
Year 2015. The dam combines the important blood of Lancier and For Pleasure and has produced BEF Futurity
Elite offspring. The dam line has produced multiple licensed stallions, including most recently the Hanoverian
stallion Livaldon.
brightwells.com
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HARTHILL
HERALDIK
15/04/2016 Bay Filly
Eventing

CALVANI
Sire
RAMIRO B
LILLY

HERALDIK XX
Dam
HERALD
KELTIN

CARETINO
WENDY III
WENDEKREIS
BLANKA
CARAMEL XX
HERALDIKA XX
ACOBAT II
CIMBRIA

This elegant filly is by the living legend Ramiro B, who is ranked 2nd in the world for event horse sires. Looking
back on a successful competition career, it is the success of his offspring at 3* and 4* level that elevated him to this
position. His value as a sire of modern sport horses, however, is not restricted to eventing, as he has also sired
numerous internationally successful show jumpers. This filly’s dam is a direct daughter of the important eventing
sire Heraldik whose influences as a thoroughbred is of enormous importance to the sport and to modern eventing
breeding. The dam line is the Holstein family 1298, a prolific motherline producing a long list of licensed stallions,
including Galliano and Cebelio.
brightwells.com
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GEORGIA LG
27/04/2016 Bay Filly
Dressage

JOHNSON
Sire
DENVER LG
GODIVA

FLEMMINGH
Dam
BLINKE R
ULINKE

JAZZ
ROXANE
LANCIANO
GRANNUSCHKA
LACAPO
TEXAS
JAZZ
PERLE-LINEKE

With his sire, Glock’s Johnson, representing his country at the Olympics, it is not surprising that the AES
approved stallion Denver LG is enjoying great popularity with British breeders, and it is a pleasure to introduce yet
another example of his quality offspring, here in a filly line-bred to the great Jazz.. This filly’s mother, Blinke R,
comes from a prolific dam line with numerous offspring competing successfully in international show jumping
and dressage arenas. Her sire Flemmingh requires no introduction as one of the most influential stallions of all
time, having shaped the modern performance warmblood like very few others.
brightwells.com
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FINALLY
20/05/2016 Bay Colt
Dressage

AMPERE (AJONG)
Sire
FIRST AMPERE

LONLY HEART

RHODIUM (RAFERRO)

ONOESKA

LARIVOLA
WELTRUHM

WELLNESS

Dam
ZONOESKA

ROUSSEAU (RAMBO)

FERRO
LARCONA
CLAVECIMBEL
JANOESKA

First Ampere is an interesting young stallion by the KWPN Champion Stallion Ampere who won his performance
test with outstanding scores, including a 9.5 for his canter, and sired 15 licensed stallions from his first crops in
Germany alone. The dam sire Weltruhm achieved the highest dressage score at his performance test and has a
reputation for passing on great rideability and temperament. The Dam is the half sister to the highly regarded
stallion Grey Flanell. In 2015, his offspring made 2nd and 3rd best prices at the Elite Foal Auction in Vechta
(65,000 and 60,000 Euros). With Rhodium as her sire, Zonoeska is line bred to Ferro. Her dam sire Clavecimbel
had numerous Grand Prix wins.
brightwells.com
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FARMERS SCHEME IN EC
VETERINARY PANEL
Brightwells Veterinary Panel have a particular interest and experience
in sport horses.
• Dr Marc Auerbach, Cert EP DVM MRCVS
• Mr Ciaran Paterson BVSc MRCVS
• Mr Tom Campbell BVSc MRCVS
All horses entered for this sale, with the exception of foals, have
undergone x-rays assessments to a set criteria and veterinary
examination by Brightwells Panel of Veterinary Surgeons. Blood has
been taken from all auction horses and random blood testing may also
be carried out proir to the auction.
and x-rays to potential clients at the following times:
Friday 19th August from 1pm
Saturday 20th August from 10am

Brightwells are delighted to arrange for x-rays of the auction horses to
be emailed to prospective buyer’s veterinary surgeons. Please contact
Sarah Johnson Tel. 01568 619777 for further details.
IMPORTANT
All auction horses will be sold as they stand in the sale. It is
therefore your responsibility to check x-rays and veterinary
Veterinary Surgeons.
You are also welcome to bring your own veterinary surgeon
X-rays have been assessed solely for the purpose of being
suitable to be entered in this auction and do not constitute a warranty
of any kind.
INSURANCE
Richard Eckley Tel. 07850–443940 or 01568-610018 will be in

AUCTION CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR DRESSAGE AND SHOW JUMPING SALES
below; it is your responsibility to have read the Condition of
Sale prior to purchasing.
Additional Conditions of Sale Sellers please note the
following Supplementary Conditions (to be drawn to your
attention by order of HM Customs and Excise).
HM CUSTOMS AND EXCISE RULES
Would all sellers note that we (Brightwells) will raise a Self
Billing Tax Invoice for the proceeds of any goods in this
or any other Sale held by us? It is a Customs and Excise
requirement that this is the only Tax Invoice raised for those
items.
We must have your VAT Registration Number (where
appropriate) together with your name and address for
inclusion on any Self Billing Tax Invoice raised by ourselves.
You must notify us immediately if your VAT Registration
Number is cancelled or if you are issued with a new VAT
Registration Number.
Any seller not agreeing to this system of Self Billing Tax
Invoices being raised by us must notify us prior to the
commencement of the Sale. Regrettably, we can only operate
with a Self Billing System in place and therefore will not sell
the goods of any seller who is unable to accept this system.

brightwells.com

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED SURVEYORS
MEMBER’S ACCOUNTS REGULATIONS 1993 NOTICE
REQUIRED UNDER REGULATION 2A
the Members’ Accounts Regulations of the Royal Institute
of Chartered Surveyors. No monies paid to this market are
covered by any scheme for this protection of clients’ money
operated buy the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
for whom a more detailed explanation can be obtained by

COMMISSION & PAYMENTS
All lots will be sold in pounds sterling with a 10% buyers
premium plus VAT on the buyers premium.
2. (1) Commission is payable in full by the purchaser to the
auctioneers even if a horse is subsequently returned by the
purchaser to the seller in accordance with the complaints
procedure hereunder or for any reason.

ENTRY

of 10% plus VAT, (5% plus VAT In the case of foals) to the
auctioneers even if a horse is subsequently returned by the
purchaser to the seller in accordance with the complaints
procedure hereunder or for any reason.

1. (1) A horse shall be entered for a sale on the completion
of an Entry Form by or on behalf of the Seller and upon
payment by the Seller to the Auctioneer of the prescribed
entry fee.

for the vetting costs of the pre-sale vetting and £240 plus
VAT will be payable by the purchaser when settling payment
of their horse.

Institution of Chartered Surveyors, 12 Great George Street,
Parliament Square, London, SW1P 3AD.

(2) In the event that the Seller wishes to place a reserve on
Entry Form or Reserve Form.
that, on the day of the Sale, the horse when described as
vaccinated will have been properly vaccinated and will have
no contagious or infectious diseases.

(4) A horse having been entered for sale, may be withdrawn
prior to the sale upon payment of a commission / withdrawal
fee of £1000 plus VAT in addition to the entry fee.
(5) Buy back commission. If any horse is subsequently
bought back by the vendor or agent a commission charge of
2.5% is payable.
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CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
accuracy of any particulars of a Lot given in the catalogue.
of a Lot.
(2) Upon receipt of a catalogue, the seller undertakes
immediately to check the accuracy of the relevant catalogue
description of the Lot and to notify the Auctioneer
immediately in writing of any correction, amendment or
addition that needs to be made to the catalogue description.
description during the course of a Sale and may declare a
Sale to be subject to veterinary examination or not during
the course of a Sale, in which event any announcement
by the Auctioneer takes precedence over any entry in the
catalogue.
CONDUCT OF SALE

price of the horse within 2 hours of the completion of the
sale. Payment in this context may include the tender of a
cheque in the full amount although the Auctioneer in the
Auctioneer’s discretion may refuse a cheque in which event
the Buyer must tender payment in some other manner.
less Auctioneer’s commission and any other outstanding
charges and expenses due from the Seller to the Auctioneer
within 28 days of the date of the Sale, provided that:
Purchaser and was capable of making a contract i.e. being
sound of mind, not in collusion with the Seller and not

horse by the Buyer, any cheque tendered by or on behalf of
the Buyer having cleared; and
set out below. In the event that the Buyer has initiated the
Complaints Procedure, the Auctioneer shall retain the
price of the Lot pending the outcome of the Complaints
Procedure.

(c) Arrange, consolidate or withdraw any Lot.

(4) If the Buyer fails to make a payment in full for the Lot,

(d) Cancel or postpone a Sale on account of bad weather
or other supervening causes. In the event that a Sale is
cancelled, moved or rearranged, the Auctioneer shall not
be liable to pay compensation to any Seller, Bidder or any
other party.

person (3. i) and fails to make payment in full for the Lot or
Lots the Auctioneer may, at his absolute discretion, resell the
Lot and the Buyer shall be liable for any shortfall in price,
and any associated expenses connected with such resale.

a dispute between two or more bidders as to which is the
Buyer, the Auctioneer shall have the right to declare the
Buyer or, at the Auctioneer’s discretion, immediately to
disputed Lot for sale.
inform the Auctioneer of the Buyer’s name and address
and provide any proof of identity that the Auctioneer may
require. Failure in this respect entitles the Auctioneer

RETURNED HORSES
7. (1) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller if the
Buyer of any Lot sold with a pedigree establishes that the
pedigree is inaccurate.
(2) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller subject to
the Complaints Procedure set out below if the horse:
(i) Is a wind sucker;
(ii) Is a crib-biter where this is associated with wind-sucking;

(a) Refuse to accept any bid or bidder.

Auctioneer acting as the Seller’s agent.

agent for the Seller to enter upon the Buyer’s land to take
collection of any horse in respect of which the Buyer has
taken delivery but for which the Buyer has not paid in full.

(5) Client’s monies paid to us will be held in Brightwells
Limited Client’s Auction Sales Account at Barclays Bank plc;
Hereford Branch. Clients will not be entitled to any interest
on balances in this account.

(iii) Is a weaver;
(iv) Exhibits box walking;
unsoundness of any other kind;
(vi) is a male horse (other than a foal, a yearling before the
1st July of its yearling year) which does not have two testes
fully descended to and fully palpable within the scrotum
at the time of the Sale is or shall be deemed to be a rig or
cryptorchid; and if the horse has not been described as such
rostrum or in catalogue.
BASIS OF SALE
8. (1) All Lots of two years of age or over with exception
Surgeons appointed by the Auctioneers. All Lots under two

DELIVERY AND RISK
6. (1) Horses sold as they stand or without veterinary
examination instruction from the Buyer, shall be at the risk
of the Buyer from the fall of the hammer.
(2) Title in the horse shall not pass to the Buyer until the
Buyer has made payment in full for the horse by means of
cleared funds. Until payment in full by means of cleared
funds is made, title shall remain with the Seller.

by a Veterinary Surgeon or Surgeons appointed by the
Auctioneers following a clinical examination carried out in
accordance with the standard procedure recommended by
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.

Auctioneer may at the Auctioneer’s sole discretion allow
the Buyer to take delivery of the horse upon the tender by
the Buyer or on his behalf of a cheque in the full amount of
the price.

any way as indicating any matter other than that of being
a record of clinical examination made by Auctioneers’
Veterinary Panel. THE VETERINARY CERTIFICATE
WILL BE VALID FOR THE DATE AND TIME OF
EXAMINATION ONLY. Potential Purchasers may, if they so
desire, use a Veterinary Surgeon of their own choice to check
the clinical condition of any Lot, subject to the Vendor’s
permission.

PAYMENT

the Sale, but is responsible for the care of the horse from the
fall of the hammer.

not include any radiological or other specialised techniques.
It shall not be concerned with the accuracy of any other
statement concerning any particular Lot whether contained

require the Buyer to pay a deposit of 20% of the price of the
horse immediately following the sale.

(5) In the event that a horse is not sold, the Seller shall take
back the horse from the Sale premises on the day of the Sale.

to the Seller.
(5) Any Buyer bidding as agent for a Principal shall be deem
to have bid on his own behalf as well as on behalf of his
Principal and the highest bidder shall be personally liable
along with the Principal to the Seller.
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Arbitrator.
Vendor and Purchaser.

the appointment of a an arbitrator in accordance therewith.
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE

this examination.
(7) BROODMARES – A mare described as IN FOAL or
BELIEVED IN FOAL constitutes a warranty that the mare is
in foal and it is the responsibility of the Vendor: in the case
of a mare covered in the previous year’s covering season to
date advertised for the Sale. In the case of mare described In
of Pregnancy signed by a Veterinary Surgeon and dated not
more the 4 weeks before the Sale.

claims to be entitled to return a horse to the Seller in
accordance with condition 7 only orally by 5pm on the
fourth day following the sale excluding Sundays.
(2) In the case of a Foal sold prior to weaning the Buyer
shall notify the Auctioneers if the Buyer claims to be
entitled to return a Foal to the Seller orally by 5pm on the
Conditions 7 (2) i, ii, iii, iv, v and vi.

(8) FOALS that have not been weaned will return to the
Vendor’s property until a date has been agreed by the Vendor
agrees to keep the foal during this period of time free of
charge with the exception of any veterinary costs that may
occur. All Purchasers are advised to take out Insurance for
their purchase which is available on the day of sale.

be received by the Auctioneer within seven days from the
Auctioneer shall set out the grounds upon which the Buyer
claims to be entitled to return the horse to the Seller.
(4) Where appropriate, the Buyer shall submit, along with

9. (1) All Lots of two years of age or over with the exception
of Breeding Mares will be accompanied with a set of
A WARRANTY OF ANY KIND and shall not be of any
concern of the Auctioneers or Veterinary Panel and shall
not be included in any form of the Pre-Sale Examination
conducted by the Veterinary Surgeon.

Buyer’s complaint will not be further entertained and the
Buyer shall pay the price for the horse in full.

(2) All X-Rays will be available for Potential Purchasers to
study on the day of sale prior to the sale of each Lot.

Buyer shall not be allowed to return the horse to the Seller
but must make payment for the horse in full unless the buyer
can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Auctioneer that
it was not reasonably practicable for the Buyer to discover
the complaint and to notify the Auctioneer of the same
within the above timescales. However, in no circumstances
whatsoever may the above time limits be extended beyond a

(3) Potential Purchasers may, if they so desire and at their
own cost and subject to the Vendor’s permission, have any
Lot of three years of age and over X-Rayed prior to the sale
be responsible for any loss, damage or injury whether by
disease, accident or otherwise of any Lot and the passing of
risk and responsibility will remain with the Vendor of any
such Lot.
LIABILITY OF THE AUCTIONEER
Auctioneer gives no warranties of any kind to the Buyer.
(2) It is the Vendor’s sole responsibility and not the
Auctioneers to declared any defects or problems that may
cause reason for compliant by the Purchaser of any Lot.

catalogue;
of the horse sold;

to such trial as he may direct and the Seller and Buyer shall
end their full co-operation to such a trial.
(10) If either the Seller or the Buyer fails to comply with a
direction of the Arbitrator or fails to pay any sum ordered
to be paid by the Arbitrator, then the Arbitrator may at his
own discretion decide not to proceed with the examination
and determination of the complaint and may, if the Seller is
in default, order that the horse be returned to the Seller or
may, if the Buyer is in default, order that the Buyer pay the
full price to the Seller.
(11) Upon the determination of the complaint, the
Arbitrator may at his discretion order that the unsuccessful
party pay to the other all costs and expenses associated with
the Complaints Procedure.
12 Any person riding an animal on the Sale Premises
must wear a hard riding hat of an approved standard, the
Auctioneers accept no responsibility to any accident or
injury that may occur to any person who does not comply
with this condition of sale.
All persons attending this sale and event, do so at their own
risk and we do no accept responsibility whatsoever for injury
to horse or persons.
Brightwells

(5) In the event that the Buyer fails to make oral or written

(6) On receipt of a written complaint together, where
shall send a copy of the complaint and the Veterinary
Arbitrator will be to examine and determine the complaint.

have no further responsibility in respect of the Complaints
Procedure.
be under the control of the Arbitrator and the Seller and
Purchaser shall comply with all directions that may be given
by the Auctioneer in respect of the complaint.
examine and determine the complaint, that the Arbitrator’s
Buyer shall thereupon each pay the sum stipulated by the

brightwells.com
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Your Future Champion Awaits…

BRIGHTWELLS AUGUST ELITE AUCTION
Saturday 20th August 2016 at 5pm
at Addington Manor E.C., Buckingham, MK18 2JR

Select sale of Show Jumpers & Dressage horses
Hand-picked from reputable breeders and producers: • Viewing prior to sale • X-rays available to view

To view videos & photos or to book your VIP table, visit our website
For further information contact: Tel: 01568 619777 | email sarah.johnson@brightwells.com

brightwells.com

Barroso

2016 KWPN Approved

Bojengel
Bordeaux
Charmeur
Diarado
De Niro
Dundee M
Easy Game
Ferdeaux
For Gribaldi
Franklin
Fürst Jazz
Galaxie
Geniaal
Gunner KS
Hamlet
Henkie
Hermès
High Five U.S.
Hotspot
In Style
Impression
Krack C
Metall
Schwarzgold
Total U.S.
Totilas

In Style

United

Eye Catcher x Lorentin I x Cor de La Bryère

Vivaldi
Zhivago
Zidane

Van Heemstraweg 6
Heerewaarden - NL

Tel. 0487-573203
Joop 06 53 224271

info@uytert.nl
www.uytert.nl

Find us on

Facebook

brightwells.com
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Black Stallion

17hh
2011

“A sensational young
stallion with Gold Medal
bloodlines”

by London 2012 Team Gold
& individual Bronze
Medal Winner Uthopia
out of Weidyfleur II
the full sister to
London 2012 Team Gold
& individual Gold
Medal Winner Valegro

Frozen semen only AES licensed 2016 for Europe,
2017 for worldwide export.
Stud fee: £1,500.
For terms and to book for 2017 please contact:
Claire Hester
tel: 07803 303548
email: haylandsend@btinternet.com

U-Genius
Uthopia x Negro

BRIGHTWELLS ELITE SPORT HORSE SALES
LEADING SOURCE OF FUTURE CHAMPIONS

Brightwells Sports Horse Department
01568 619777 horses@brightwells.com

brightwells.com

